Hi!

I've never done D&D drop before, in U++ or otherwise, but I would like to have D&D file move in a TreeCtrl.

The best sample I could find in U++ was reference/DragAndDrop.

Now, first of all, when dragging from the same instance of the app, the second drop will ASSERT. This should be fixed. It doesn't assert when using two different instances of the app.

Beyond that, there are a few things I would like to figure out:
1. How to limit D&D to a single instance of the app and preferably to a single TreeCtrl.
2. How to disable reordering of items. The TreeCtrl is a folder tree. I want to drag from one folder and drop in another folder: a rename/move. Reordering in the same parent node is not an operation that makes sense. I can ignore this but it would be great if I could fine tune when the little line that shows drop position shows up.
3. Are all D&D operations done through PasteClip?

Thank you!

Second bug/weird feature: d.Accept(MyDnDName) will set the data for "d" to the correct string + exactly 4 '0' characters.

Needless to say this messes up all hash searches.
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Actually, that is the reason why it did crash (with some more problems in GetTextSize).
The example should be now fixed. The moral of the story is that PasteClip can return zero padded data.

Example now fixed in trunk.

1. you have control over that format ID. Use it ;) Also investigate InternalClip etc

2. You do not need to Insert at the position it suggests. E.g. get parent node and add to it.

3. Yes.